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The University of Dayton

News Release
April 19, 1994
Contact: Candace Stuart·

EFFORTS TO IMPROVE F -15 WINDSHIELDS LOWER COSTS,
INCREASE SAFETY AND CATCH THE EYE OF INDUSTRY
DAYTON, Ohio-- In a cramped office at the University of Dayton, a bright red bird
collides with an F-15, forcing the aircraft's curved windshield to bow inward more than two
inches before rippling back in place. Pilot and aircraft survive the bird strike, although the
bird is reduced to a scarlet splatter on the computer screen.
Somewhere in the sky above, actual F-15s fly, their pilots protected by windshields
designed by the University of Dayton Research Institute and Sierracin/Sylmar Corporation, an
aircraft transparency manufacturer, for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Directorate at WrightPatterson Air Force Base and the Air Force Warner Robins Air Logistics Center in Georgia.
The Air Force recently started using the UDRI- and S/SC-designed transparency
systems in its F-15 fleet whenever a replacement windshield is needed. Lockheed, Beech and
other corporations are acquiring UDRI technology to help them design safer windows and
windshields for aircraft.
The F-15 replacement part provides more pilot protection, costs less and takes much
less time to install than its predecessor, according to Lt. Guy Graening, formerly aircraft
transparency program manager at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and the project liaison.
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The technology is significant because 3,500 birds collided with Air Force aircraft
between 1987 and 1993, resulting in six pilot deaths and $65 million annually in damages,
according to the Air Force.
"Cost and pilot safety were the driving forces of this program," said William Braisted,
who worked with Daniel Bowman on the F-15 project Bowman and Braisted are research
engineers in the aerospace mechanics division at UDRI.
The risk of military aircraft colliding with birds has increased in recent years as highspeed aircraft began traveling below 4,000 feet to avoid radar detection.
"The planes fly different kinds of missions than they originally were designed for,"
Braisted said. "They spend more time at fairly high speeds and at low altitudes where the
bird threat is great."
The UDRI and S/SC team developed a windshield for the F-15 aircraft that could
absorb a hit by a four-pound bird at more than 540 knots, representing a significant increase
in protection with a lower cost system, Braisted said.
UDRI analyzed different polycarbonate and acrylic windshield materials in 1992 to
determine how they behave when stressed. Feeding data from material tests into a computer
program developed by UDRI's Robert Brockman, they used the computer to model F-15
windshields and canopies during bird strikes. The highly accurate program, called X3D,
helpe<;!.Jhem analytically define the materials and designs most likely to serve the purpose,
saving the Air Force time and money on tests and the fabrication of test parts.
"The F-15 is a great example of cost-saving," said Graening, who now works as an F111 engineer at McClellan Air Force Base in California. "UDRI helped us reduce testing,
from years and hundreds of shots (bird-strike tests using simulated birds and prototype pans)
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to months and fewer than 10 shots."
The windshield has many advantages besides increased pilot safety, Graening said.
The old part, which costs $52,000, has a throw-away frame that must be removed with the
old windshield. The new windshield has a reusable frame. The new windshield and reusable ·
frame assembly cost approximately $30,000; thereafter, a replacement window costs $12,000.
It takes crewmen 56 hours at about $20 an hour to replace the old windshield, and the
new design needs only five hours. What's more, the new windshield can be taken from one
aircraft and installed in another, an option that would be especially useful during wartime.
The average F-15 windshield lasts four-and-a-half years, Graening said, adding the Air
Force is conducting durability tests on the new windshields. He estimated that 10 UDRIdesigned windshields are in use today, with another 350 on order through the Air Force.
Although commercial aircraft do not fly as much at low altitudes or at the high speeds
of fighter aircraft, programs like UDRI's F-15 project have helped the industry design safer
windows. Cessna, Lockheed, Beech and other corporations also plan to use UDRI's X3D
computer program to design bird-strike safe transparencies for aircraft.
Besides designing the F-15 windshields, UDRI researchers also have tested and
designed transparencies for F-16, F-22, T-38, A-7, B-1B, F-18 and F-111 aircraft.
,....;unRI has a long history and expertise in modeling bird strikes, building prototypes
and designing (transparencies)," said Graening. "These are unusual structural designs .... To
understand the problem takes lots of expertise."
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